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Magic times ahead
Adapt to survive
I’M so impressed with how
everyone’s coped with the
pandemic.
Of course it’s been dreadful in so
many ways, but there are plusses. I
see people who’ve emerged with new
careers, new magic styles and new
thinking.
Wayne Fox, whose coin download
I review in this edition, turned to
art. Nathan Earl, an ex YMCer, has
become a hairdresser. Others are
selling electric bikes, solar panels. It’s
fascinating.
I’ve said it before here, but it’s
worth repeating. We are magicians
because we are curious, inventive
and opportunistic. It’s great to see
magicians adapt so quickly.
Cover star Marc Oberon is just like
that. He could no longer work on
cruise ships so adapted to focus
on creating new magic effects. And
wow has he produced some modern
classics.
A YMC member requested we chat to
Marc, so here’s an in-depth interview
with the former magic world champ.
He very generously details his
process for creating stunning magic.

right for you, the real lesson here is
dedication and sytematic approach.
Even in the interview he had watchful
eyes, always reading between the
lines. He’s curious, he listens, and
he uses that information to improve
himself and his magic.
Also, Kevin Doig has found a brilliant
tutorial to make your own classic
illusion, the square circle.
Fay Presto teaches a classic that can
be done with zero preparation.
And our very own Joshua Grist
teaches how to unlock any phone.
Oh, and don’t miss Joseph Westbury’s
Top downloads. It’s great to have
so many contributions. Please keep
them coming.
It’s worth saying, that not everyone
has emerged from lockdown with a
new skill, career or magic style. That’s
fine, too. There is no right or wrong.
We are all different.
I wish you all so much happiness in
whatever you’re up to.
> William Spencer - editor

YMC star is 1st female
in TMC President role
Huge congratulations to Megan
Knowles-Bacon who is now The Magic
Circle Acting President.
If you didn’t read her interview in the
Dec 2020 Secrets go back and check it
out. She’s so humble yet determined.
She worked her way through YMC,
learning to stand out to succeed. And
now her calm head is needed to steady
The Circle through some choppy times.
There are so many reasons to celebrate.
We need more female magicians, so it’s
wonderful having Megan leading the
world’s second best magic club. (YMC
has to be the best, surely?)
And it’s yet more proof that the YMC
can help develop future talent. You next.

editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
Wonderful news.

While his system might not be
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CREATIVITY
He’s won the Olympics of magic,
FISM, and released outstanding and
hard-hitting tricks. Now Marc Oberon
shares his secret formula for success.
William: I’ve performed Bang On (named
card in wallet) for a while and love it. Are
multiple outs your signature tricks?
Marc: I like multiple outs because it’s
mindreading without process. It involves
participation from the moment they
speak to the moment you deliver.
I like magic that is direct. With jokes,
comedians talk about stripping every
unnecessary word away, so you’re left
with the most powerful delivery of a joke.
I think about magic like that. I like to
strip it down to its raw elements of the
magic and then build the presentation
around it.
The strongest thing is if someone names
something and then from the shortest
point give them the answer.
With Bang On, for example, I hear some
people drag it out. And every single word
they are saying is weakening the effect.
And it’s the most common error I see in
performances.
There’s quite an emphasis on script
writing. People put that way above
the handling, the choreography, the
physicality of the effect.
I’ve heard about people writing the
whole show when they haven’t even got

the props. They haven’t started playing.

good sequence.

I like to go the other way around. I like
to work, work, work on refining the
grips, lines and looks and then find the
necessary scripting. It comes to you
straight away. Because you’ve figured
out the pefect action, the words follow.
From perfect motion comes perfect
emotion.

Each hat has a product. The product of
one hat becomes the raw material for
the next hat.

If you get the action right, what’s needed
to be said, to be felt, just comes to you.
There’s no effort.
How much do you improvise?
A fair bit. Some things to music - it’s so
tight - there’s no improvisation. When it’s
not to music or it’s just background you
need to improvise.
When you do have a solid script then
you have the freedom to go off on
tangents. You feel safe to go back to the
script at any point.
What’s your secret system of developing
original magic?
I see it as a series of hats that we wear. I
call it the hat system.
It’s not regimental. You are constantly
flicking between the hats, but there is a

Hat 1. Visionary. The effect.
The dreamer. What do I want to see
happen with no concern with how it can
happen? For my Midas act, every effect
came from my Visionary Hat. I’d often
thought I’d love to have an apple and
turn it into gold. So mythological. But no
one seems to have done it before.
In the hat of visionary I pick up these
little mind movies. I collect these visions
of what I want to see happen, the effect.
Hat 2. Designer. Coming up with the
method and experimenting.
The first part is brainstorming methods.
The designer has to capture as many
ways as possible of accomplishing this
thing. The rules are: Anything goes. You
cannot say, That is not a very good idea.
It’s about quantity. It doesn’t matter how
expensive, how ridiculous. Sometimes
crazy silly things can loosen you up and
act as a springboard to something that
goes on to be the answer. It’s very non
judgemental, non critical.
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DOING A TRICK
OVER AND OVER
Drill your sleights until you
no longer need to think
about them, says Bones

myself, In magic what are the
fundamental concepts that
pervade everything to do with
choreography of magic.

Then you move on to
evaluation. Which method
speaks to me? Which one
won’t cost a lot to start
experimenting? How can I
mock something up to get a
feeling of the thing?

tennis ball can be an apple. It
doesn’t matter. All of this is
childlike. It’s about taking that
spirit of play that we all knew
as children and harnessing it.
Hat 4. Choreographer

I came up with Grips, Lines
and Looks.

So the two parts are method
and experimentation.

Grips, Lines and Looks are
what choreography is. I asked

Grips are the finger positions
where your hand holds

Hat 3. Assembler - start
building
It’s about getting the parts
- the cards, the doublebacker, sticky tape. Getting
the stuff. With the Visionary
and the Designer, there’s
no physicality. Now with the
Assembler you’re getting
the ingredients together so
you can start to play - that’s
a sword, that’s a cage. The

“From perfect
motion comes
perfect emotion”

the object. In a double lift,
for example, there are 14
separate grips. Everytime
there’s a change it counts
as a new grip. Figure out the
sequence of grips.
Lines are the pathways of
the hands or body through
the stage, or the object. With
a French Drop it’s working
out an aesthetically pleasing
line the hands have to travel
through.
Very often something can be
improved just by improving
the line or the grip.
We’re adjusting the grips and
the lines in choreography.
It’s about energy, like Tai Chi.
The grips are about matter,
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the lines are about motion.
Looks. I literally mean where I’m looking.
There are two modes of looking: Through
our eyes and through our spirit. When
we recall something we see something
in our own space, for example. I call it
looking in the objective universe - the

real world - or the subjective universe - of
memory and imagination.
Also, there’s a rhythm in holding eye
contact with the audience. If we don’t
look at the audience their energy levels
drop.
Your stage persona is a man of mystery

“I can’t even go the
bathroom without
passing a mirror and
doing the trick a couple of
times. I can’t stop doing it.”

It’s whatever I’m working on at the time
is the greatest thing in the world. That’s
how it feels to me.
I can’t even go the bathroom or kitchen
without passing a mirror and doing the
new trick a couple of times. I can’t stop
doing it.
Are you obsessive?
I am obsessive. And I do have an
addictive nature.
All I cared about in the last few weeks
was getting the grips sequence right.
I had a bin with a load of stuff in my
kitchen that leaked. So there’s a load of
sticky gunk on the kitchen floor that’s
been there for four days now. And I
really should sort it out. But I find it
quite difficult when I’m really really into
something to take care of other areas of
my life.
I perhaps wouldn’t recommend being the
way I am. I suppose you can’t control it.
It’s about trying to manage it.

MARC’S’ 3 FAV...

with steely eyes and strong magic. Is that
deliberate?

Magicians

I’m 56 now. In many ways I still don’t
know who I am.

I don’t want to answer that. I just
don’t want to be somebody that puts
someone on a pedestal. When people
send me links of other magicians I
don’t look at them. I’m not interested
in what other magicians are doing.
When I’m in a competition I never
watch the other acts.
I’d rather be inspired by my idea of
what a magician is, not by some cool
trick I’ve seen.
I’d much rather see the beauty and
wonder in anything and everything.
When I was younger I’d sneer at
things, think I was above people.
Youthful arrogance. As I’ve got older
I like to help people and see the good
in things.

Tricks
Whatever I’m working on:
Outstanding
Insider
E-Wave

What drives you?

I like to think, what is it to be
a magician? What does it
mean? Who were the very first
magicians on earth? What
are the origins of the ideas of
magic?
It’s driven by curiosity. None
of us know who we are. All
of our belief systems are
illusions.
I’m definitely not somebody
who says everybody should
subscribe to my view. I don’t
think that.
I enjoy comedy magic. I enjoy all
kinds of diverse characters and that’s
the beauty of it.
Are you pleased with the success of your
trick Outstanding?
I’m delighted with it. My last few
products have gone so well. It’s because
of lockdown, because I’ve had nothing
else to do. I’ve got two more coming out.
One is a peek device called Insider that
sits on a stack of index cards.
Which trick are you most proud of?

feel

The reward when you
put something
together,
whether it’s
a product
that gets
released
and
people
like it, or
part of
my show
- the
feeling
that I get
is just the
best thing
ever. When
I showed you
the thing with
the ESP cards, and
you liked it, it made me
really good.

I can remember when I won the SAM
IBM Convention for close-up in 2008.
I practised in my living room imagining
that I’m performing in the full arena. I
can remember performing and actually
getting into a state of real excitement
because little improvements were
making it better and better. The
imaginary audience were giving me
butterflies, palpitations... A real thrill.
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Hats 5, 6 and 7 - Practice, Rehearse &
Perform

parties. He literally was a dynamo. He
didn’t stop.

of people and allowing yourself to be
judged by other magicians.

How do you handle nerves?

The first part is you’ve got to put
yourself in front of people time and time
again. As uncomfortable as it may be.
As fearful as you may be. You’ve just got
to go for it and get out there.

That’s why I like things that are direct
and bulletproof and hardhitting, straight
to the point.

Perform in front of people as much as
possible. As uncomfortable as it is, once
you’ve got to that stage of rehearsal,
then you’ve got to wear the hat of
performer. But before you go out and get
paid to perform you need to go out and
perform in front of real people to really
understand it. You need that experience.
You have to create situations and
opportunities to perform.
I used to do a black art show at
corporate events but wanted to develop
my close-up skills - and I wasn’t
competent enough to charge for that. So
I would say to the bookers: Do you mind
if I do the tables? I’d do them for free.
It’s brainstorming. Let’s get 10 ways how
to get in front of an audience. I need to
roadtest it. Get 10 people round your
house and I’ll do a show for you for free.
I used to do that an awful lot.
I’d invite people into my own home.
Family, friends.
It’s frightening. We’re scared of it. But as
performers we have to keep dealing with
the nerves and get out in front of people
as often as we can. We have to create
the situations.
Phil Jay once said to me, Even if you
have to pay people to watch you, do it.
What were you like at 10? Any advice?
When I was younger, in fact throughout
my whole life, people have helped
me. All of my development, my wins.
Although it was me doing it, I had an
enormous amount of support and help
from people. When I think back to
myself as a teenager, there are certain
magicians - Dave Charles, Bobby
Bernard - different people helped me
in different ways. When I look back I
think I was a little bit - not arrogant, but
it was very easy to forget people. There
comes a point when the student thinks
he’s better than the master. I would have
more respect for my elders, that’s what
I’d say to my younger self.
What’s the secret of winning FISM?
Seek opportunities to perform. Before
Dynamo was famous, you’d see him
at every single convention. Constantly
performing. Volunteering, aftershow free

The other side of that is you need to
get sensitive and attuned to feedback.
Getting really smart about observing the
way people react to things. Feedback
without even asking for it. Notice how
people respond. Sometimes, when
the adrenaline kicks in, we lose our
perception and sensitivity
to be able to tune in to see
how people are responding.
Then there’s the way you
request feedback from
people. I’ve always ask for
a lot of feedback. What was
the strongest, what was the
weakest? I get clever about
gently interrogating people
about what they really
thought.
There’s a real art about
processing this information,
too. You have to be
smart about fiiltering out
comments too, one-offs.
But if you get the same
comments from lots of
people, there’s probably
something in that.
You now consult and help
other magicians...
I absolutely love it. It’s
somebody else’s problem.
At the end of the call I can
just forget about it. And
then I see the way people
develop and it makes me
feel wonderful.
I’m learning there’s a real
art to giving feedback, too.
I’ve learnt not to be offended
if the person doesn’t use
feedback.
I’m not a competitive person. I’m quite
proud of the things I’ve accomplished
but it’s not about getting the trophy.
Competing for me is a motivator. You
know you’re going to be judged by
people who know what they’re looking
for. Is it frightening? It’s terrifying. But to
get the payoff it’s impossible to get the
buzz without putting yourself in front

OBERON & ON
Marc’s creative process
requires feedback to
constantly improve his
magical effects.
Left: Marc aged 16
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SHARPS &

FLATS

Close-up legend Fay Presto shares this
powerful classic that bamboozles the best
Sometimes called Sharps and Flats, or
Flat Top Round Top, this is a surprisingly
good trick, given how easy it is to
perform. I sometimes teach it to people
who genuinely want to make a start
into performing magic, but have not yet
developed advanced skills.
It involves two ‘helpers’, can be done
with a borrowed deck and because it
is so simple it gives you the chance
to work on your relationship with the
audience.

Effect
You split a deck of cards into two even
halves. You give one half to Helper ‘A’
and one half to Helper ‘B’.
I usually tell them that they are going
to play the part of the magician and
assistant. I am not even going to touch
the cards. Show them how to fan the
cards out. It does not have to be expertly
done.
Helper ‘A’ picks a card from Helper ‘B’s
pack, Helper ‘B’ picks one from ‘A’. They
look at them and remember them, and
then shuffle their selection into their half
packs.
You then ask them to run the cards out
face up so that you can see the indices.
You glance at the cards and can tell
them which cards were chosen. If there
is no table you can run through the half
pack and still spot the chosen card.
The two half packs both contain hearts,
diamonds, clubs and spades. There is
a mix of pictures and spots, odds and
evens, black and red cards. It is very

difficult for a spectator to reconstruct
what has happened.

spectator/helper can shuffle them, drop
them, do what they like.

Secret

Take one card from the ‘round’ half and
put it into the sharps half and it sticks
out like a sore thumb when they are ‘run
out onto the table, or even as you flick
through them.

It relies on the fact that some of the
indices (the number or letter at the top
of a card that tells you the value of the
card when you fan them out) have a
‘pointy’ top or flattish top to the number
or letter. The Ace, the four, the five the
three, the seven are very obviously
pointy or flat. The King and the Jack too
are in this half. The six, the eight, the two,
the queen are clearly round. (The ten?
The zero is round, trust me.)

Sharps & Flats:
A, 3, 5, 7, J, K

The presentation is everything. You
might need to point out that there are
a mix of pictures, odds and evens, red
and black in each half, each half can be
shuffled, turned round whatever they
like.
I do a little of ‘I sense a royal card or an
odd number,’ or ‘ funny you both picked
even numbers’, or whatever.
Trust me, To ‘finger flingers’ it isn’t that
impressive, but to a regular audience... a
different matter.

Rounds:
2, 6, 8, 9, 10, Q

If I am using a borrowed deck, I explain
that I must make sure it is a full deck and
when I ‘count’ them I ‘cull’ them (Quietly
shift the sharps and flats to the top, put
the rounds to the back) into the order I
need. Done quickly with a little practice
it is barely noticeable.
Once split into the two halves, the

“It is so
simple”
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MAGIC WITH
BOTTLE
Fay Presto is famous for
her close-up act and bottle
through table

4

8

12
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OPEN UP

Joshua Grist shares a stunning phone
effect with fellow YMC members
Effect
This is a wonderful piece of mentalism
and what’s more, a sneak preview of
an effect that will be appearing in one
of my upcoming books. The mentalist
asks if he or she can borrow any random
spectator’s iPhone (almost any phone
can be used, it does not have to be an
iPhone) and successfully unlocks it in
a matter of
seconds.
Naturally,
there
are
many
PIN
code
and
phone
code

divinations on sale within the mentalism
world, but this is unique in that there is
no fishing, nothing said by the spectator,
no hot-reading, and it’s extremely simple.

Method
This works due to a beautiful little
loophole that allows you to easily make
it appear that a phone is locked when
it is not. It is possible on
all models of iPhone
and most models
of Samsung. Once
on a phone’s
homepage, just
swipe down from
the top of your
screen and it
will display the
lock screen, even
though the phone
is unlocked. That’s
all there is to it. Go
ahead if you have a
phone, give it a go,
and try it.

Presentation
I ask the
spectator
to unlock
his or her
phone
and
point
out
the

numerous apps that contain private
information, using the phone as a visual
reference for my justification to have it
unlocked. I specifically ask them to use
their thumbprint or face unlock when
unlocking it to ensure that I cannot peek
the code.
I then swipe downwards from the top
whilst pretending to click on the off
button whilst secretly clicking on one of
the volume buttons. They make the same
(almost inaudible) noise, making the idea
that I really have turned the phone off
more believable.
I now show the lock screen, claiming it is
locked (it is not, it merely appears locked)
whilst pretending to input four numbers.
As I do this, I secretly press down on the
home button, which will cause the phone
screen to display the unlocked home
screen.
Because you’re still meant to press down
4 - 6 times to input the digits you can
now use their phone to gain information.
An unlocked phone is a hot reading
arsenal.
•
If you go to “find iPhone” or
“maps” it may well tell you their address.
•
If you go to settings, it will give
you your spectator’s full name.
•
Photographs could tell you
details of their personal life, such as pets
or children.
•
They may have marked down
their date of birth or the dates of birth of
friends and family in the ‘calendar’ app
Obviously, these are just my own ideas. I
tried to stay away from the conventional
ones that you probably already know, but
obviously, use them as well.
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Kevin’s column

CLASSIC
MAGIC

DUE
PROPS
Make your own magic
equipment and wow
like Miles

I was delighted at one of our recent Zoomed online Virtual
Workshops that one member did a silent stage act to music
in our Performance of the Month competition. And Miles
Whittaker won in the “14s and Over” section. The acts are all
judged by the members present – they just vote for the act
that they think gave the best magical performance. He won
it with one of the oldest, classic magic apparatus tricks in
existence but with the current popularity of close-up magic,
and particularly card magic, this was a new effect to many of
the members watching.

slightly smaller tube which fits inside the first tube. The smaller
tube is painted black both inside and out (using “blackboard
paint” which is not shiny and blacker that other paint sold as
“black”!) but the audience never knows that one exists. The
inside of the square box is also painted black and the outside
is decorated in light colours. When the black tube is inside
the box, even though the box has a cut-out front, as they are
both black it cannot be seen. That is the principal of “Black
Art” – simply put, something black cannot be seen in front of
something black if not directly lit.

The trick he performed was simply to make things appear
from an empty container – and he kept on showing it empty
and then producing more and more from it, ending up with an
impossibly long silk scarf. There are many different pieces
of equipment that will achieve this effect including standard
items such as a drawer box and a tip-over box. But Miles used
a piece of apparatus known as the Square Circle – a traditional
piece of equipment used in magic for many decades. It uses a
principal known as black art – more about that shortly!

The bigger tube is decorated in a light colour so that it is easily
seen when inside the box through the cut-out front. Now, if
the small tube is on the table inside the bigger tube, and both
tubes are inside the square box, you can load anything you
like in the black tube. It looks like a colourful tube inside a
colourful box. The box is lifted and shown empty. It is returned
over the tube. The coloured tube is shown empty and the box
with the cut out on the table still looks empty as the black tube
cannot be seen inside! The coloured tube is replaced in the
box and then whatever you have concealed inside the tube
can be produced – apparently appearing from nowhere! If you
have various items concealed inside, you can go through the
“showing empty” process a number of times between items.

Although you can fairly easily make this item for yourself if
you have any model-making skills, you can also buy them
from magic dealers. The wonderful thing about making it
yourself is that you can vary the size to your liking and decorate
it in colours and style to suit your own act. By making and
decorating your own props, if you can, you know you will have a
unique prop. No one will be able to say, “I saw ???? do that!”
A Square Circle appears to comprise of two pieces, a square
box with a cut-out see-through front and a circular tube (or
cylinder) which fits inside. In actual fact, there is another very

You then need to do the most important part to make the
magic work – add your unique presentation!
When Miles performed this members were writing in the
“chat”: “Where’s it all coming from?” “WOW!!” and “This is SO
GOOD!” Miles’ presentation made a simple production prop
into a whole stage act which both mystified and entertained.
Those of you who were there and voted for him did well; he
thoroughly deserved to win.
You could try giving it a go to make your own Square Circle if
you don’t want to buy a standard dealer one – and the great
sense of achievement that you will feel makes all the extra
effort really worthwhile (and you save money!). It really is good
to make your own props if you can.
If you would like to have a go at making it, we have
reproduced, with permission, instructions from the website
magictricksforkids.org. You will find lots of other instructions
for tricks you can make on the site. I am grateful to Ziv Raviv,
the founder of the site, for giving permission to use it.
Enjoy your magic.
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Square Circle Production
Making Instructions

You will need:

• 4 pieces of A4 thick coloured card or a square box
(See measurements in the ‘Tips before you start’ section)
• A pair of scissors
• Chalkboard paint (black)
• Paint brush (Decorating brush, 25 or 37mm)
• Decorative tape and stickers, buttons, beads etc.
• See-through sticky tape
• A set of nesting tins (you’ll only use two) or two different
sized food tins (see measurements in the ‘Tips before you
start’ section)
• A can opener
• Newspaper and an old shirt

A few tips before you start:

This is one of the best magic tricks for kids to do at home and is a whole lot of fun to
make and perform. Here are some helpful suggestions for you.
For the square: Use thick card as it works really well and
keeps the shape of the square nicely. Or you could use a
square cardboard box. Cut the top and bottom flappy bits of
the box off.
Recommended measurements:
Four card squares measuring 20 x 20 cm each or a box with
similar measurements.
For the tins: A nesting set of tins works really well (biscuit tins
or coffee/sugar/tea tins that fit into one another). They are
normally sold in sets of three and you can get them from your
local supermarket in the home/kitchen department of the store.
If you can’t find these, tinned food cans will work as well.
Recommended measurements:
Smaller tin - diameter of up to 10 cm, height 12 cm.
Larger tin - diameter of from 11 to 15 cm, height 15 cm.
We are going to be painting as part of this trick (yeah!). You will need an area that you
can cover with some old newspaper.
It is also a good idea to wear some old clothes. (We have put one of mum’s old T-shirts
over our clothes.)
There are also some tricky bits that you may need help with, so make sure you have a
grownup nearby. We are now ready to start. Phew!

©

Square Circle Making Instructions Pg 1

These instructions are (c) magictricksforkids.org The pdf was created by, and used
with permission of, Magic Tricks For Kids, a division of Magician Business LTD (the creator of kidsenmagictricksforkids.org
tertainerhub.com and Kids Entertainer Academy. Enjoy the instructions for your use only, but do not reproduce, sell or send it without written permission by Magician Business LTD.
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Step 1

Cut out four pieces of thick cardboard
measuring 20 x 20 cm each. Paint the backs
of all the squares with the chalkboard paint. If
you are using a box, paint the inside of the
box with the chalkboard paint. Be careful not
to get paint on the presentation side (the
side that the audience will see). Leave to dry.

Step 2

Using the can opener, remove the bottom of the big can
only, so you are left with a tube. This is a bit tricky, so ask
for help from a grownup if you are struggling. Make sure
there are no sharp edges along the sides.

Step 3

Paint only the inside of
the big tin with chalkboard
paint. You may need to do a
few coats of paint to get an
even cover.

Step 4

Now paint the inside and the outside of the
smaller tin. This is your ‘load chamber’ (the
sneaky bit) and will not be seen by your audience.
Paint a few coats to cover it evenly. Leave your
tins to dry.
TIP:
It is helpful to stand the smaller tin upside down
so that the paint doesn’t collect in the bottom.
That may take a lot longer to dry.

Square Circle Making Instructions Pg 2

© magictricksforkids.org
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Step 5
Your squares (or box) should be dry by now. Measure and cut
out a grid in one of the squares (or one of the sides of the box).
(See diagram on the left and photograph on
the right).
By cutting these diagonal lines, it adds to the
misdirection in the performance, as it
makes it almost impossible to see the
vertical sides of the can when is placed inside
the square.

Step 6

Decorate the square (or the side on the
box) with the grid. We used stickers and
decorative tape, but you can add buttons
and beads and any other decorations you
want. Remember, this is what your
audience will be seeing when you are
performing this effect.
If you used a box, you can skip to the bottom of the page.

Step 7

Now we are going to build the square. Place the four squares
(with the black painted sides facing up) one next to the another.
Stick the sides of two squares together with a length of seethrough sticky tape. Stick the side of the third square to the first
two squares. Now stick the last square to your row of squares.
All your squares should now be attached in
one long row.

Step 8

The last step is to make your ‘square’ by sticking the last two sides
together. (Look at the photograph on the right). You may need
some help from a grownup with this step as you need to stick the
insides together and this can be a bit tricky. Then add some
decorative tape along the sides of the square to give it a neat
finish. This also helps to strengthen your square.

Well done!

Now you have your ‘Square Circle Production’ props for one of the most
amazing magic tricks for kids to do at home.
Enjoy your Square Circle Production and see how many different things you
can think of producing. Have fun!
Square Circle Making Instructions Pg 3
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WINNER

JAN

WINNER

WINNER

VIRTUAL
WORKSHOPS
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Kevin
Doig

FEB
WINNER

WINNER

WHAT a great and varied workshop,
January’s was.
Noel Britten talked through the 100-year
anniversary of the Sawing Thru trick,
showing some amazing photos, like the
black and white one on the left.
Matthew Le Motte explained how he
won so many Circle competitions and
taught a trick he first published in The
Circular a while back. And Bruce Smith
showed how a simple steel ball and
tube trick can be elevated to an eyepopping miracle if done well. “Rhythm is
important,” he advised. And ,“Eye contact
means eye contact with whatever is
important. You don’t have to stare at the
audience.” And, “Practise with a smile.”
The Under 14s comp was won by Sean

Goff with a lovely 3 matchbox monte.
And the 14s and Over produced two joint
winners in Miles Whittaker for producing
balls and flowers from a clear box, and
William Wilde for a nifty coin routine.
Due to a technical hitch Kevin couldn’t
play his normal music, but chose to
sing instead. That really tickled me.
And a sign of a true pro, entertaining
throughout. The song must go on.
FEBRUARY’s workshop competitions
were, as ever, fun and entertaining. It’s
great to see you all try new material and
enjoy performing.
Rafferty Coope won the Under 14s
competition with a clever camera trick
card box using a mirage deck.

And Miles Whittaker won the 14s and
Over category with a square circle
production. See Kev’s piece in this mag
for much more on this. Congrats to them,
but also a massive shout out to everyone
who performed.
Stevo from Ace Magic Studios gave a
fast-paced dealer dem, where packs
of cards changed into chocolate bars,
phones were charged with a magic
charge card and a drawing of a glass of
wine magically filled up.
He also taught how to make a flapcard,
argubly the best part of the lecture. It’s
so simple and you end up with a trick of
your own that no one else in the world is
performing.

TRICKS

SPOT ON

Ian Adair adapts the Out To Lunch principle to make dots fly from card to card
on to the right hand bottom areas of
each card (on the printed sides).
A small, wide rubber band which fits
snugly over the squared-up business
cards, spot is positioned towards the
bottom area. This means that you can
riffle through the bottom edges of the
cards to show there is a spot stuck to
each one.
One identical business card which has
TWO red spots stuck to their bottom
areas.
A ‘half’ card (feke). As shown in the
photo, this consists of the bottom half of
a card, displaying a red spot to match the
others.
A genuine business card (without a
spot).

SET-UP

Most magicians have a business card
(calling card) to promote themselves.
The following effect is ideal for close-up
work and uses your personal business
cards, which can be presented to two
spectators as magical souvenirs at the
end of the presentation.

magically vanished – the card is now
missing a spot. This spot is now found
on the other card, which is reversed for
all to see.

EFFECT

REQUREMENTS

Basically, you display a stack of your
personal business cards, all having selfadhesive coloured spots stuck to them
(just one).

I use the classic ‘Out to Lunch’ principle
here, but in a rather clever way.

Two spectators write their signatures on
the top area of two cards, and these are
placed face down, apart from each other.
You snap your fingers. When both cards
are reversed by one of the spectators, it
is seen that one spot from one card has

Both spectators are presented with the
signed cards as magical souvenirs.

Let’s start by using eight business cards.
Select any spot of a certain colour – red
is used in our example. These come
in packets which contain hundreds of
different-coloured spots, all being selfadhesive and ready to remove from the
backing sheets, to adhere to any surface.
These sell for under £1.
As shown on the photo, stick red spots

Remove the rubber band and arrange
the cards as follows: From top – one of
the ‘single’ spotted cards. Beneath it, the
card which displays two spots. Beneath
this card, the genuine card (without
spot). Replace the rubber band around
the set of cards, in central position. Now
carefully slide the ‘half’ card (feke) over
the card which has two spots on it, and
make sure the wide rubber band secures
it there.

WORKING AND PRESENTATION
Explain to the audience that you always
carry some business cards with you.
Also mention that you sometimes stick
coloured spots on them – for no reason,
other than it occupies your time. You
could quip the old gag, “I started seeing
spots before my eyes, so I went to the
opticians. He gave me a pair of glasses,
and now I can see the spots much
better.” Pick up the banded set of cards,

FUN

and using your right thumb, flick through the bottoms of
each card to show they display red spots.
Select two spectators to assist, and hand your pen to
the first one, requesting he or she sign their name along
the top area of the card that is showing on front of the
set. Lay this banded set of cards on the table during this
procedure, making the signing much easier.
Emphasise the fact that there is only ONE red spot on this
signed card. You are now going to remove the card from
the set. In doing so, hold the set between the fingers and
thumb of your left hand. The right index finger and thumb
grip the signed card and start to pull it out – but wait until
the set is casually turned over. Continue to remove the
card which is now showing its rear side, and rest it in front
of the first spectator. By all means, flash the front of the
set – the card on top appears to be another one which
displays one spot. The ‘half’ card (feke) still remains and
makes this possible.
The second spectator is asked to write his signature
on the top area of the new front card, and so, the same
procedure is adopted, as before. This second card is
removed and rested on the table (in front of the second
spectator) in the same manner.
Don’t be afraid to casually flash the front of the set of
cards at this stage. The card on front will appear as yet
another with one red spot stuck to it, the feke still in place.
Snap your fingers (for effect) and ask the second
spectator to reverse her card. When she does, it will be
seen that the red spot on her card has vanished.
The first spectator now reverses his card, which reveals
TWO red spots – the missing one joining the other.
And, since you can’t reuse the cards in further
presentations, present them as magical souvenirs to both
spectators.

FOR
REAL!
If you live in Queensland, Australia, you can
only own a rabbit if you
have proof that you’re a
magician.

MISSED
DIRECTION
HA! I’m a member of a small magic club as well as The Magic
Circle, and it’s a great place to experiment and test out new
ideas.
I wanted to do a running gag that turned into a confabulation.
Spectators would name three different items. At the end I’d
remove my bowler hat with lightbulb on, remove the bulb and
inside is a prediction with all three words written on.
The idea tickled me. It’s daft and strong... how I like my magic.
But I needed to create misdirection to be able to secretly write
the three words on a duplicate prediction card. How?
I accompanied each trick with a quick song on the piano.
And, using the sustain key, I realised I could look like I was
holding the end chord of a song while secretly writing.
William Spencer

MY TOP 5
DOWNLOADS
By Joseph Westbury, 14

Awesome! Here are my top 5 downloads:
1. invisibly triumphant. This is a great trick that combines
invisible deck with a triumph, and is almost impromptu.
2. Karl Hein connected. This has 6 awesome tricks specifically
for virtual shows, although most can be transferred to real life.
3. The Magic of Rocco card manipulation. This teaches lots of
great card manipulation moves. It is a great place to learn if
you are interested in this.
4. Change assorts. This is a great download that teaches
lots of different gimmicks.
5. Piano card project. This is a cool gimmick that
changes a card in stages.
Top 5 lectures:
1. Shin Lim. There is so much sleight of hand
and gimmicks in here. Everyone will learn
something.
2. Spidey. Spidey’s magic is all super practical.
3. Brandon David. This is a must have for
people into gimmicks.
4. Marc Lavelle. There is so much magic in here,
and there is something for everyone.
5. Mike Hankins. This is completely filled with so
many awesome tricks. There are colour changes,
transpos, controls and everything in between.
That’s the list of downloads I enjoyed.

“I really love reading
the interviews in
Secrets. I love YMC
because of how
welcoming it is.”
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MAGIC REVIEWS

REVIEWS
What’s hot, what’s not. Check out our
frank reviews of the latest tricks.

Fancy writing a review? Please send to
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk.

Filthy by Wayne Fox (£20)
Reviewed by William Spencer
I love this download. It’s a great way
to learn some knockout coin and card
moves with clear instructions and expert
advice from a working pro. The Himber
coin vanish, a thumb-free Goshman
pinch, a lovely Spellbound routine and a
way to change a deck of cards from red
to blue under the noses of your spectators.
These moves will take work to get down
- that’s why they’re filthy. But take it

slowly - as ex judo ace Wayne advises and slowly you’ll develop the skills and
muscle memory.
Wayne’s coin work is outstanding,
having learnt from Bobbie Bernard over
many years. Grab this download and you
get all that advice on one video.
Highly recommended.

Modus by Danny Goldsmith
(£20)
Reviewed by William Spencer
I chose Danny as the Secrets cover star

back in April last year because he is the
long-haired face of modern coin magic.
He makes all moves look natural, and
his vanishes and routines are deadly.
Take the Twister vanish on this download, for example. Even after it’s been
explained it still fools the heck out of me.
It’s a new take on a retention vanish that
can be learnt in around 15 mins. Why has
no one thought of this before?
I’m a huge fan of everything that Danny
puts out. His style is gentle, the effects
stunning. And clearly he is pulling our
art in a brilliant new direction. If you’ve
already got Danny’s Homage, this next
download is a must.

WORKSHOP CALENDAR 2021
At present, we don’t know how long we
will be continuing our workshops online
via Zoom or when we will be able to
return to live events at The Magic Circle
Headquarters.
Whichever it is, it is hoped the dates will
not change so these are the dates for
2021, which you can now note in your
diaries.
Although these dates state whether
or not there is an Ali Bongo Show in
the evening, these shows only apply if

meetings are at the HQ, not if they are
online Zoom meetings.
Saturday 15th May 2021 (Plus Ali Bongo
Show in the evening)
Saturday 19th June 2021 (currently no
A.B. Show)
Saturday 17th July 2021 (Plus Ali Bongo
Show in the evening)
Saturday 18th September 2021 J-Day

auditions. (Plus Ali Bongo Show in the
evening)
Sunday 24th October 2021 J-Day.
Saturday 20th November 2021 Mentors Day. (Plus Ali Bongo Show in the
evening)
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GAMES

Can you solve these visual dingbats from
Circle puzzle whizz Simon Craze?
2
1

Solutions
1. Houdini (Hoodie knee)
2. Double lift
3. The Magic Circle
4. Pepper’s ghost
5. Marvin Berglas (burglars)
6. One-way-force (fours)
7. Card in decks (Decs)

7
5

6
4

3
GAMES
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Free magic on
Facebook
Don’t forget to check out the YMC Facebook page to chat with fellow
members and learn cool stuff
You’ll find links to:
Free downloads
Video links
Offers
Magic Circle events
And loads more...

